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I suppose it was bound to happen sooner or later!
The water gods have extracted their revenge on me.
All of my previous rants about mismanagement of
the Delta and overly stringent environmental and
regulatory hurdles affecting the development of
new alternative water supplies has finally caught up
with me.
Within the past 2 weeks I have
experienced a broken saltwater aquarium that
resulted in flooding of my living room floor and now
the latest disaster being a broken water line beneath the slab in my house.
Anyone know the name of a good plumbing contractor?
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Quietly and without a lot of fanfare, one of the nation’s largest wastewater
treatment plants is going “green”. The City of Los Angeles’ Hyperion
Treatment Plant (HTP), which is owned and operated by the City of LA’s
Bureau of Sanitation, will soon be undergoing major changes that will result
in the on-site utilization of its digester gas to produce renewable electricity
and process steam. The project, designated as “DGUP” (Digester Gas
Utilization Project), will:
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Produce renewable energy from HTP’s digester gas;
Provide all of HTP’s electricity and process steam needs;
Allow the HTP to operate without using external electrical power,
which is subject to price changes and interruptions;
Allow the HTP to operate “off the grid” so that, in the case of an
emergency the facility can continue operating and flaring can be
avoided;
Prevent flares from operating continuously to dispose of digester
gas when it can no longer be sent to Scattergood (i.e., after the
term of the biogas purchase agreement ends); and
Maintain the final output of Class A biosolids, even in the event of
external power interruption, as opposed to the Class B biosolids
that would likely result if not enough electricity and/or steam was
available.
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Making all of this possible is the future shutdown and
repowering of Units #1 and #2 of the Scattergood Generating
Station due to regulatory requirements. Under a current
agreement between the City of Los Angeles Bureau of
Sanitation and the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power (LADWP), the HTP currently pipes its digester gas to
Scattergood Generating Station, which presently utilizes the
digester gas in combination with natural gas to generate
electricity for the LADWP grid, and provides HTP with steam
for plant use. HTP also requires 22 MW of imported
electricity to operate.
Figure 1- Proposed Project Location (In Yellow)

Under a biogas power exchange agreement between Scattergood and HTP, digester gas from the HTP will continue
to be used at Scattergood, in compliance with its existing South Coast AQMD permit. Furthermore, the Bureau of
Sanitation (BOS) must modify the HTP to beneficially use the renewable digester gas to (1) provide steam for
digesters and provide electrical energy for current and future plant operations, or (2) provide a monetary benefit
from the digester gas that can be used to offset the purchase of electricity for plant operations while minimizing
flaring of the digester gas.
To accomplish this, the DGUP will require modifying the interior of the existing HTP Energy Recovery Building (ERB)
located near the northern boundary of the HTP facility and along Imperial Highway (shown in Figure 1 above). The
abandoned Hyperion Energy Recovery System (HERS) and sludge combustion equipment are currently located in the
ERB but the majority of the decommissioned equipment will be removed to create space for the new equipment. To
fully utilize HTP’s renewable digester gas, that would otherwise be flared on-site, the BOS considered a range of
equipment that would address utilization of the digester gas, plant electricity demand, and plant steam demand. An
equipment summary and full process description will be provided in the December Newsletter issue.
In order to select one proposal for design, construction, operation, and financing, the BOS considered only proposals
that demonstrated proven technology utilizing digas. However, the BOS was open to any of the following project
alternatives:
 Proposed projects that utilize digas directly, or clean-up the digas for either on-site or off-site use.
 Proposed projects that utilize digas to generate electricity and/or steam for plant use.
 Proposed projects that consider utilizing all digas on-site, directly or cleaned-up, and/or exporting it by
pipeline.
 Proposed projects that utilize digas to produce electricity on-site and/or provide electricity from the grid.
 Proposed projects must provide steam for plant use.
The City has subsequently analyzed two types of potential proposals: the first type would provide maximum on-site
digas utilization and produce electricity, while the second type would produce a monetary benefit by producing
pipeline quality methane gas that could be sold off-site with a minimum of on-site digas utilization to produce
process steam.
For purposes of the Project’s CEQA review, the “No-Project Alternative” (the absence of a Digester Gas Utilization
Project), all digester gas not used in existing boilers to produce on-site process steam would be combusted in the
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currently permitted flares, which are immediately adjacent to residents of El Segundo, resulting in no beneficial use
of this resource.
It is my understanding that the selected project alternative is now going through the required CEQA and permitting
processes prior to start of award and construction. Now, if we could just get the federal government to get on the
ball and stop losing all of the good momentum we have gained since the economy started picking up! That’s my
commentary for the day.
On another note, congratulations to the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation for bringing on line one of the most
awe inspiring new exhibits that clearly demonstrates the importance of wastewater treatment and its value to our
environment. On September 16th SCAP’s past President Enrique Zaldivar, Director of the Bureau of Sanitation,
hosted a grand opening of its newly constructed Environmental Learning Center (ELC). Located at the Hyperion
Treatment Plant, the ELC is an interactive display of exhibits that promote the understanding of wastewater
treatment and water conservation in a “hands-on” approach to learning. I am confident that generations to come of
children and adults alike will enjoy this facility, which is a testament to the forward thinking of Enrique and his BOS
staff. Photos of the grand opening ceremonies can be found here.
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We are trying out a new feature in the Newsletter and would appreciate hearing back from you as to what you think of this idea. Each month
we intend to feature a different crossword puzzle associated with some aspect of water/wastewater or SCAP relevance. This is the second
puzzle in the series and after not having received any completed responses from the first one, I have to conclude that it was either too hard or
possibly of no interest to our readers. So this one should be much easier if you are interested in attempting to solve it.
As an added incentive, we will reward the first person that faxes or emails over a complete and correct version of the puzzle to us with a gift
from our SCAP memorabilia collection. Submissions can be faxed to SCAP Admin at (760) 479-4881 or emailed to SCAPAdmin@dudek.com.
Answers to last month’s puzzle are posted on last page of newsletter.
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California Clean Water Summit Partners Update by John Pastore, SCAP
The Summit Partners met in Sacramento on October 1st and hosted guests Michael Kiparsky and Deborah Lambe
from the Wheeler Institute for Water Law & Policy at U.C. Berkeley School of Law. The day’s discussion centered on
the idea of producing a White Paper on Clean Water Act Enforcement, as CASA has suggested that the Summit
Partners consider studying the impacts of citizen lawsuits associated with public agency SSO incidents.
Other topics discussed throughout the day by the Partners were: the SWRCB Resource Alignment Resolution; the
CCEEB Report entitled, “A Clear Path to Cleaner Water”; the CPUC Rulemaking re Pipeline Biomethane (AB1900);
Flushable Wipes; the SWRCB WQ Enforcement Policy Update; the results of the recent Pyrethroid Study; and
CalRycle’s Anaerobic Digestion Regulations. Our next Summit Partners meeting will be held sometime in January
2014.

“Last Day of Summer” by Ralph Palomares

“Ocean off of Laguna Beach in transition to Fall”
Photo by Ralph Palomares
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AIR QUALITY COMMITTEE REPORT
Kris Flaig, Chair
kris.flaig@lacity.org

David Rothbart, Vice Chair
drothbart@lacsd.org

LOCAL AIR DISTRICT NEWS AT A GLANCE
Posted meeting dates and proposed new rule development for the following air districts can be found at these sites:
Imperial County APCD
Mojave Desert AQMD
San Diego APCD
Santa Barbara APCD

Ventura County APCD

South Coast AQMD

SCAP Air Quality Committee Update by Kris Flaig, Chair-City of LA
During some amount of September, Kauai had me in its grip. Nice, fresh, clean air. Unfortunately, I did not get a
chance to visit a treatment plant.
Seriously, a trip like this really points out how important it is that AQMD continue to foster and fund opportunities
for all sectors to develop and implement air control devices. Naturally, as essential public services, this funding is
important. As is the air we breathe!
Upon my return, I have found that CARB has published the AB32 Scoping Plan Update Discussion Draft. You all may
like to sink your regulatory teeth into this document that can be viewed here, as our CWCCG Program Manager,
Sarah Deslauriers, will surely be doing.
... And, the tempest builds!

BIOSOLIDS COMMITTEE REPORT
Matt Bao, Chair
mbao@lacsd.org

Tom Meregillano, Vice Chair
TMeregillano@ocsd.org

Diane Gilbert Jones, Vice Chair
diane.gilbert@lacity.org

Biosolids Committee Meetings by John Pastore, SCAP
Please join us for our final SCAP Biosolids Committee meeting of 2013, which will be held jointly with the Tri-TAC
Land Committee Committee at the offices of the Orange County Sanitation District in Fountain Valley. The meeting
will begin at 9:30 am and end at noon.
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On September 26th, SCAP conducted a rare joint meeting of its Biosolids and Energy committees, which was held at
the offices of the Encina Wastewater Authority in Carlsbad. The meeting featured presentations centered on the
theme, “ Energy Savings - What we can learn from smaller agencies”. Presentations were made by Encina’s General
Manager-Kevin Hardy and Biosolids Program Manager-Eric Have; Santa Margarita Water District’s District EngineerDon Bunts; San Elijo JPA’s General Manager-Mike Thornton; Valley Center Municipal Water District’s Wastewater
Systems Supervisor-Rick Beath; SCE’s James Passmore; and So. Cal Gas’s Ranjiv Goonetilleke. Eric also provided those
attending a guided tour of Encina’s heat dryer technology used to produce Class A biosolids pellets that are then
utilized as a biofuel or fertilizer product.
New Anaerobic Digestion Facility for City of Anaheim
One of SCAP’s associate members, Anaergia, in partnership with Republic Services, plans to build an anaerobic
digestion facility in the City of Anaheim. This project will result in increased recycling as 150 tons per day of food
waste, that was previously landfilled, will now be source separated and anaerobically digested for power production.
The 4MW of power produced by the project will be purchased by the City to help reach its 33% Renewable Portfolio
Standard (RPS) target by 2020. A renewable power purchase agreement was approved on 9/3/13 by the City of
Anaheim.
For additional details about the project see documents in the links below
http://www.anaheim.net/docs_agend/questys_pub/MG41873/AS41912/AS41915/AI44168/DO44185/Document.ht
m
http://www.anaheim.net/docs_agend/questys_pub/MG41873/AS41912/AS41915/AI44168/DO44187/Document.ht
m
CalRecycle’s Revision of existing Title 14 and Title 27 regulations regarding compostable materials,
transfer/processing, permit application form, and permit exemptions by Greg Kester, CASA
Tom Howard, Executive Director of the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) is sending a letter to every
POTW that holds an NPDES permit or WDR permit holder in the state that treats more than 1 MGD, regarding the
receipt of hauled in organic waste for anaerobic digestion at POTWs. The letter culminates a multi-year effort by
CASA in working with the SWRCB, CalRecycle, and the California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) to
streamline the permitting process and to ensure that this activity is regulated by only a single agency rather than all
of them. The letter will be sent to the authorized signatory for reporting to the SWRCB. It offers a voluntary option
for POTWs engaged in this activity to develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and then to notify their
Regional Water Board of their development. As permits are issued or reissued a Standard Provision will be inserted
that will require this be done.
CASA worked with the SWRCB to develop the permit language, which in essence reflects good management that is
already being done to track and manage the receipt of the waste. CASA has worked with CalRecycle to develop a
regulatory exclusion for POTWs from their regulations as long as they are in compliance with this permit condition.
That regulatory language remained intact following public comment and will be part of a formal rule making
expected to begin later this year. Until the CalRecycle regulation revisions are approved to include the planned
exclusion, LEAs will continue to use existing regulations. The regulations allow POTWs to receive solid waste with
limited LEA oversight if any. CalRecycle intends to continue to help LEAs and POTWs to find and implement the most
appropriate regulatory pathway currently available. CDFA has already provided an exclusion for POTWs receiving
fats, oils, and grease (FOG) in their regulations which became effective April 1, 2013.
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CASA will develop a template for SOP development which may be used and tailored by each POTW, and with the
SWRCB and CalRecycle will be offering training on this in the near future. If you are not the authorized signatory for
your agency, you may want to alert them that the letter will be coming and be sure it is transmitted to the
appropriate personnel at your facility. We anticipate it being mailed tomorrow. Please contact me with any
questions or comments. Thanks very much to the many CASA members who have worked on this effort with us!
The Inland Empire Regional Composting Authority Receives Award
The Inland Empire Regional Composting Authority (IERCA) recently received the California Association of Sanitation
Agency’s 2013 Technical Innovation and Achievement Award. The CASA awards program was established to
recognize outstanding achievements in clean water services, programs and projects. Established in 1956, CASA is a
leading voice for wastewater agencies in the state.
The IERCA, a joint venture between Inland Empire Utilities Agency and Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts, was
established in 2002 and operates the Inland Empire Regional Composting Facility (IERCF) located in Rancho
Cucamonga, California. The facility is fully compliant with South Coast Air Quality Management District’s stringent air
standards and has maintained an excellent environmental and compliance record. “We are very proud of IEUA’s
involvement in the IERCF,” stated Gene Koopman, Inland Empire Utilities Agency board member. “The IERCF is the
largest indoor composting facility in North America and utilizes one of the world’s largest biofilters.”
The facility’s urban location saves thousands of miles of truck traffic and keeps the organics local for beneficial reuse.
The mineral rich compost creates healthy soils and landscapes which also helps to save water. An additional
environmental friendly feature of the IERCF is the 6,224 roof-mounted solar panels which provide one megawatt of
clean energy to help power the facility.
“We are very pleased to receive this prestigious award from the California Association of Sanitation Agencies,” stated
Jon Blickenstaff, IERCA board chairman. “We understand the importance of protecting our environment and using
our resources wisely. The IERCF and its staff work to create a high-quality product at a reasonable price. We are very
proud of our composting facility and the staff who run it.”
For more information and updates regarding upcoming events visit www.ierca.org.
The Inland Empire Utilities Agency covers 242-square miles, distributes imported water, provides industrial/municipal
wastewater collection and treatment services, and other related utility services to more than 850,000 people. The
Agency’s service area includes the Cities of Chino, Chino Hills, Fontana, Montclair, Ontario and Upland, as well as the
Cucamonga Valley Water District, Monte Vista Water District, and Fontana Water Company.
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COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
Ralph Palomares, Chair
RPalomares@etwd.com

Dindo Carrillo, Vice Chair
dcarrillo@ocsd.com

Collection Systems Committee Update by Ralph Palomares, Chair-El Toro WD
Well our last SCAP collections meeting for 2013 was held in Ontario on 9-24-2013 at the Ontario City yard facilities
and I would like to thank them and all the other cities and districts who have provided SCAP with a place to have our
meetings this year.
We covered topics from grease recovery devices to flushable disposable wipes and of course the calcium removal
debate on what’s the most cost effective way to remove this stuff. Some agencies use chain foils, cutters and fancy
nozzles and although some of these devices work they can become very time consuming to say the least at about
two feet per hour removal.
The new regulations on how to report sewer spills and how to calculate spill volume is one topic that we will have to
continue to report on in 2014 as its confusing to many agencies and their staff.
Our main topic and problem should I say for 2013 was the discussions and solutions on how to better educate the
public about how these new sewer clogging wipes are causing public and private sanitary sewer overflows all across
the country and even the world. Yes I did say the “world”. For more information on these wipes just go and Google
flushable disposable wipes and you will be surprised as to what you will see and read.
Manhole coatings and odor removal were some of the other important topics that we discussed and will also
continue to discuss at future meetings, so please if you have topics up for discussion or you have a sewer related
power point and would like to share it with us, feel free to let us know at SCAP and we can schedule it into one of
our meetings.
You can also go to www.SCAP1.org to get any information that we discussed at one of our 4 quarterly meetings and
print it or save it to your files and as a reminder, you must be a SCAP member to do this.
I would like to thank El Toro Water District for letting me take the time to once again be the SCAP collections
chairperson for 2013. And of course I would like to thank Dindo Carrillo of OCSD for being my Co-Chairperson and
Nick Arhontes of OCSD for all his hard work in the fight to better educate the public on flushable wipes. Also, Bob
Kreg from Dudek for all his up to date information on the WDR and other rules and regulations that continue to
affect us all. And also a big ‘Thank You” to Pam Merriam and John Pastore of Dudek for always having our meetings
well organized and set up on time along with those awesome lunches that everyone likes so much.
Now as a father, I am very happy to announce that my daughter Holly 27 years old will be getting married on Nov 2,
2013 in Temecula to a nice gentleman named Brent, who I approve of and he did ask me for her hand when we were
out in the middle of the ocean fishing last year. I would have never have asked a father for his daughters hand out in
the middle of the ocean but he did and now I am very happy for them both to start their new life together. I mention
this because a lot of you know Holly since every April I would take her to work on “take your daughter to work day”
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and make her open up grease interceptors. We were photographed and our story made newspaper headlines a few
times and to this day she can spot and smell a G.I. that’s out of compliance!! Good Work Dad!!
Flushable Wipes in the News by Dindo Carrillo, Vice Chair-OCSD
Several news media across the nation have reported the detrimental effects of flushable wipes in the sewer systems.
According to these articles, these flushable wipes are popular to use as a cleaner, fresher option than dry toilet paper
alone. A trade group says the wipes are a $6 billion a year industry and its sales have been increasing at least 5% a
year since 2007 and are expected to continue to grow at a rate of 6% for the next five years. The wipes have been
originally popular to use for cleaning baby bottoms, however, manufactures have initiated advertisement campaigns
to extend their use for children and adults. The main problem with these wipes is how they have been advertised,
which is flushable down the toilet. Wastewater authorities can attest that the wipes can go down the toilet, but they
don’t break down as they travel through the sewer system. Unlike toilet paper which breaks down in a matter of
seconds. These wipes end up clogging the sewer system and the pump stations which costs the wastewater
authorities millions of dollars to dispatch crews to unclog pipes and pumps, and to replace and upgrade machinery.
The following news articles show how these flushable wipes have caused problems across the nation.
 Flushable" Bathroom Wipes Costing Municipalities Millions
 Popular bathroom wipes blamed for sewer clogs
 Why 'flushable' bathroom wipes are clogging sewers across U.S.
 What Not to Flush: Wipes Among Items Jamming Pipes
September 24th Collections System Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
More than 40 participants joined us for the last SCAP Collection Systems Committee meeting of the year, which was
held on September 24, 2013 at the offices of the Ontario Municipal Utilities Company in Ontario.
The meeting featured presentations by guest speakers on the following topics:
1. The City of Ontario Municipal Utilities Company operations overview by Andy Marquez
2. The New Statewide SSO Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP) by OCSD’s Dindo Carrillo;
3. Flushable/Non-Dispersible Products Update by OCSD’s Nick Arhontes;
4. A solution for controlling non-dispersibles by Olivier Monfort from Aqualitec;
5. A study of sewer and storm drain cross contamination by Dudek’s Michael Hill and Steve Jepsen;
6. Coatings and linings for the underground infrastructure by James Dugger from Quadex.
A copy of all presentations can be found on the SCAP website/Collections reference library here.

OCSD’s Dindo Carrillo
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Quadex Rep James Dugger

Our host, Ontario MUC’s Alisa Hasbrouck
Ontario MUC’s Andy Marquez

“Wipes Clog Pipes" is the theme for National Pollution Prevention Week September 16-22 by SBSA Pollution
Prevention Specialist, Susan Hiestand
"Flushable Wipes Clog Pipes Flush Only Human Waste and Toilet Paper
 Disposable wipes are growing in popularity – and wreaking havoc on
sewer systems.
 Many consumers use disposable wipes because they're convenient for
cleaning and disinfecting. Even people who would not normally embrace
disposable products because of concern for overburdened landfills are using
wipes that are being marketed as "flushable." They don't toss them in the
trash; they flush them down the toilet, believing they've done the right thing.
 Wipes Should NOT be Flushed
 The "flushable" label simply means they will go down your toilet when flushed. What you should be concerned
about is what can happen next.
 Unlike toilet paper, disposable wipes (even those labeled "flushable") do not quickly disintegrate in water.
Consumer Reports tested several brands of wipes labeled "flushable" and found that while toilet paper disintegrated
after about eight seconds, the wipes still hadn't broken down after 30 minutes.
 These products stay largely intact as they travel through sewer pipes and can easily get caught on roots or other
debris, increasing the risk of clogs and sewage overflows.
 As disposable wipes grow in popularity, sewer agencies are being forced to commit additional resources to
removing mounds of wipes clogging up public sewer lines, pumps, and treatment facilities. Disposable wipes are an
even greater threat to your home's sewer pipe, which is much smaller and more easily clogged.
 In addition to potentially causing clogs and overflows, many of the cleaning and disinfecting wipes contain
chemicals that are difficult for sewer treatment plants to remove, and they can thus pollute local waters.
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 If you use disposable cleaning/disinfecting wipes, moist towelettes, baby wipes, personal hygiene wipes or
similar disposable or "flushable" products, put them in the trash, never in your toilet.
 Only human waste and toilet paper should be flushed down your toilet.
Flush Green
Never flush anything but toilet paper and you-know-what down your toilet. Wipes, even if "disposable" or
"flushable," can cause clogs. Check out this terrific video from our friends in the United Kingdom!
Consumer Reports Wipes Report
Many so-called "flushable" wipes can cause big problems. View this Consumer Reports video report.
Flush Green Poster
Download and post a "Flush Green" poster to educate your family,
roommates, home owners' association or neighbors.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Steven Hernandez, Chair
shernandez@lacsd.org

Chris Berch, Vice Chair
cberch@ieua.org

September 26th Energy Management Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
Our last SCAP Energy Management Committee meeting of 2013 was held jointly with the SCAP Biosolids Committee
on September 26th at the Encina Wastewater Authority office in Carlsbad and was attended by more than 40
members. The meeting featured presentations centered on the theme, “ Energy Savings - What we can learn from
smaller agencies”. Presentations were made by Encina’s General Manager-Kevin Hardy and Biosolids Program
Manager-Eric Have; Santa Margarita Water District’s District Engineer-Don Bunts; San Elijo JPA’s General ManagerMike Thornton; Valley Center Municipal Water District’s Wastewater Systems Supervisor-Rick Beath; SCE’s James
Passmore; and So. Cal Gas’s Ranjiv Goonetilleke. Eric also provided those attending a guided tour of their heat dryer
technology used to produce Class A biosolids pellets that are then utilized as a biofuel or fertilizer product.

Copies of the presentations from this meeting can be found on the SCAP website here.
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San Elijo GM Mike Thornton

Santa MargaritaWD’s Don Bunts

Energy Management Committee Chair Update by John Pastore, SCAP
I would like to introduce LACSD’s Steven Hernandez, who will be replacing former committee chair Andre Schmidt, as
the new committee chair for the Energy Committee. Steven will continue to be assisted by our vice chair, Chris Berch
from IEUA. I also want to thank Andre for his dedication to the energy committee over the past several years. His
leadership was very much appreciated. Lastly, a big thank you to LACSD’s Mark McDannel, who filled in for Andre
during this transition period. For those of you who may not know, it was Mark who originally came up with the idea
of forming the energy committee in the first place.

WATER ISSUES COMMITTEE REPORT
Al Javier, Vice Chair, Chair
javiera@emwd.org

Jennifer Shepardson, Vice Chair
Shepardson_Je@sbcity.org

Pyrethroid Update by John Pastore, SCAP
As many of you are aware, for the past few years our California wastewater associations through Tri-TAC have been
participating in the regulation and study of pyrethroids and their presence in our POTWs. This past year a number of
POTWs across the state participated in a sampling and testing program to determine if pyrethroids are present in
significant enough concentrations to warrant further action. The results of this testing, paid for by the pesticide
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manufacturers, is now being analyzed by the workgroup and will be made public sometime in the near future. SCAP
agencies are participating with the Tri-TAC workgroup to come up with a strategic approach in working with the state
and federal authorities on this issue. The following is schematic outlining the regulatory authorities responsible for
pesticide regulation.

Message to SCAP members from Tri-TAC Pesticide Steering Committee
The POTW community has been fortunate to receive regular informative updates on pesticide-related matters from
Dr. Kelly Moran of TDC Environmental. These updates as well as regulatory tracking of both state and federal
pesticide actions, and scientific support on pesticide issues have been possible due to funding support from
wastewater associations, including BACWA, CASA, CVCWA, CWEA, NACWA, and SCAP. These associations
contributed funds to participate in a joint discharger-Water Board pesticide/water quality regulatory effort that has
been largely funded by stormwater agencies through the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA) since
2010, when the last of a series of Water Board grants that funded the Urban Pesticides Pollution Prevention Project
(UP3 Project) ended. The budget to perform these tasks for the current year was $65,000, compared to $35,000 in
available funding.
The Tri-TAC Pesticides Steering Committee has determined that it is critical to focus these limited resources available
for Dr. Moran’s services to the POTW Pyrethroid Survey, outcomes and next steps. As you know, 32 POTWs
participated in the survey that showed that more than half of the POTWs surveyed had low levels of at least one
pyrethroid pesticide in their effluent. With the final report to the CA Department of Pesticide Regulation currently
under review, the Steering Committee felt that the report and follow up work needed to take priority for Dr. Moran’s
time.
As a result, it is no longer possible to fund POTW participation in these broader pesticide activities since funding is
not sufficient to do both. Additional resources may be identified in the future, but for now we wanted to let you
know the reason for discontinuing the joint effort between stormwater, Water Boards, and POTWs on pesticides,
which was the basis of Dr. Moran’s regular updates.
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SWRCB Proposed Toxicity Plan by John Pastore, SCAP
On August 27, 2013, the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) staff held a stakeholder meeting for POTWs
and Industry Stakeholders. This was the first of other stakeholder meetings to be held in September for:
1) Regulatory Agency stakeholders;
2) Stormwater/Agricultural stakeholders; and
3) Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO) and Environmental Interest stakeholders.
Noted regulatory specialist and legal analyst, Melissa Thorme from the Law Offices of Downey Brand, attended the
meeting on behalf of the City of San Bernardino Municipal Water District and SCAP. Melissa reported that the
SWRCB staff members provided a brief overview of the draft provisions and changes from the June 2012 Public Draft.
Staff stated that they received 59 comment letters with six main concerns:
1) Numeric objectives (v. narrative with a translator mechanism)
2) Maximum Daily Effluent Limitations (MDELs)
3) Costs – both of compliance and for monitoring/replicates
4) Instream Water Concentration (IWC)
5) Regulatory backlog
6) Incorrect toxicity under the Test of Significant Toxicity (TST) approach
The hope of SWRCB staff was that there would be a new draft out for public comment in October along with a
revised Staff Report and response to comments. They were hopeful for adoption in early 2014. The following topics
were raised in the general Question and Answer period of the meeting:







Statewide Plan Amendment v. Statewide Policy
Numeric Objectives vs. Narrative Objectives
Clean Water Act 303(d) Listings
Monitoring Requirements
Test of Significant Toxicity (TST)
Reasonable Potential (RP)

The main issues on the remaining agenda are numbered below with the description of the topic contained on the
Fact Sheet provided for the meeting, and each will be followed by some of the discussion on these issues:
1. Clarified mixing zone applicability.
2. Clarified how the toxicity provisions interact with existing Basin Plans.
3. Increased the discharge threshold from one to five million gallons per day (MGD) [for automatic RP].
4. Changed calendar month requirement.
5. Extended time for Toxicity Reduction Evaluations (TRE).
6. Removed compliance schedule restrictions.
7. Changed “small communities” definition.
8. Added exception for acute toxicity flow-through testing systems.
9. Removed recommendations for storm water dischargers.
10. Removed recommendations for channelized dischargers.
Options for the Toxicity Amendment
The final part of the meeting was where SWRCB staff sought stakeholder input on the following issues:
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1. Use of Maximum Daily Effluent Limitations (MDEL)
Option 1: The proposed MDELs would be applied to NPDES wastewater permits and point source Waste
Discharge Requirements (WDR) upon issuance, reissuance, or
reopening to address toxicity
requirements
Option 2: The proposed MDELs would act as accelerated monitoring triggers for the first three years after the
toxicity amendment is effective and would be included in those NPDES wastewater permits and point
source WDRs that are issued, reissued, or reopened during that time. After the three year time
period, the MDELs would serve as enforceable effluent limitations.
Option 3: The toxicity amendment would not include MDELs. NPDES wastewater and point source WDR
dischargers would only be required to comply with the proposed median monthly effluent limitation.
Two additional options were added at the meeting:
Option 4: Like Option 2, but with a phasing in of the Monthly Median Effluent Limitations (MMELs) with
triggers used instead for first few years.
Option 5: Stick with current policy of only having triggers, no limits and no violations for exceeding triggers.
For a more detailed analysis of this issue and results of the meeting, please let me know and I will be happy to
provide you with a full copy of Melissa’s summary.
NACWA State and Regional Association by John Pastore, SCAP
On September 25th SCAP participated in a historic conference call uniting state and regional associations from across
the country in an effort led by the National Association of Clean Water Agencies (NACWA) to discuss key regional and
national issues affecting wastewater agencies. The initial call focused on the following issues:
1. Funding and Financing
2. Integrated Planning/Affordability
3. Flushable Wipes
4. Utility of the Future/clean Water Caucas
5. Climate Resilency-New EPA Administrator
6. Legal Update/NACWA Support
7. Opportunities for Coalition and Future Partnerships
From my standpoint, it was a great beginning to foster a relationship with other associations from across the country
that have similar issues and hopefully will be something that we can build on from here.
CASA Nutrient Workshop by John Pastore, SCAP
On September 11th, SCAP participated in a meeting with interested parties to discuss CASA’s on-going discussions
with the SWRCB regarding the development of a Nutrient Policy for Inland Surface Waters within California. At issue
is whether ambient water column nutrient levels can be used to reliably predict or effectively manage problems
related to excessive algae growth.
The CASA Nutrient Policy Alternative is intended to promote an efficient and rational approach to nutrient
management. It further places a premium on stakeholder involvement, watershed-scale assessment of nutrient
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sources and processes, and an understanding of the relationship between management options and attainable
outcomes. The CASA approach de-emphasizes early adoption of numeric regulatory drivers in favor of more direct
evaluation of effective nutrient management measures as a means of implementing existing narrative biostimulatory
objectives. Further discussions of this alternative approach will continue.
Stakeholder Advisory Group for Pilot Study on Monitoring of Constituents of Emerging Concern (CECs) in Aquatic
Systems by John Pastore, SCAP
The Southern California Coastal Water Research Project (SCCWRP) has entered into a contract with the SWRCB under
the terms of a financial grant to provide a pilot study for monitoring of constituents of emerging concern in aquatic
ecosystems. One of the first tasks of the study was to form a technical advisory committee to advise the SWRCB.
The makeup of the committee will be from members of the scientific, regulatory, industrial and non-governmental
organization communities. SCCWRP will be responsible for coordinating all committee meetings. Our POTW
representative for the stakeholder advisory group will be Phil Friess, Director of Technical Services at LACSD.
The main work elements of the contract are:
Task 1. Project Administration and Management Track and review of all work aspects performed.
Task 2. Project Coordination, Oversight, and Outreach.
Task 3. Monitoring Program Design Requirements.
Task 4. Special Studies Design Requirements.
Task 5. Quality Assurance Project Plan.
You can rest assured that Phil will be looking out for our interests and keeping us informed as we go along in the
process.

WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Jim Colston, Chair
JColston@ocsd.com

Barbara Sharatz, Vice Chair
BSharatz@sandiego.gov

September 10th SCAP Pretreatment Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
The final meeting of 2013 for the SCAP Wastewater Pretreatment Committee was held on September 10, 2013 at the
offices of the Inland Empire Utilities Agency. The meeting featured presentations and a roundtable discussion on the
subject of Fats, Oils and Grease (FOG) programs.
Presentations were made by:
 Ralph Palomares, El Toro Water District
 Alisa Hasbrouck and Marty Haber from City of Ontario Municipal Utilities Company
 Ken Burtech from City of Carlsbad
 Judith Marquez from Innovare Environmental
 A copy of the presentations from the meeting can be found here.
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Tour of the Sanitation Districts’ San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant and Puente Hills Landfill, Saturday,
October 12, 2013
For those who could not make the tour of the Puente Hills Landfill at the last Industry Advisory Council meeting, the
Sanitation Districts will be having a free public tour of the San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant and the Puente
Hills Landfill on Saturday, October 12, 2013. Information on the tour is given here. This is the last year to take a tour
of the landfill because it will be closing on October 31, 2013. If interested, it is recommended that you RSVP early
because they do limit the number of participants.
Industrial Environmental Association Annual Conference, November 5-6, 2013 and Environmental Excellence
Awards
The Industrial Environmental Association will be having their 29th Annual Statewide Environmental Conference in
San Diego on November 5-6, 2013. The Conference focuses on environmental compliance and is the pre-eminent
West Coast event for environmental professionals who serve California’s technology companies. More information
on the conference is located here. This year, the conference will include two special post-conference tours on the
afternoon of November 6th at the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant and the Water Purification Demonstration
Project. It is recommended that you register by October 7th for the discounted Early Bird rates.
IEA Nominations
The Industrial Environmental Association is also accepting nominations for this year’s Environmental Excellence
Awards. This year, the awards program is focused on Case Studies in Sustainability and is open to businesses,
federal, state, and local government, service industries, educational institutions and facilities, public works projects
and non-governmental organizations. More information on the awards program and the nomination process is
located here.. Nominations are due by the close of business on September 20th.
Date and Highlights of the Remaining 2013 Council Meeting:
November 19, 2013 – Sanitation Districts’ Joint Water Pollution Control Plant, Carson, 10 am to 2 pm
Tour of the biosolids handling facilities and bio-filter odor control; and Metal Finishing Association lobbyist briefings
for Sacramento and Washington DC.
Please save the date. For questions, please call Chris Herbeck at 562-908-4288 x2958

SJCWRP and PHLF
tour.pdf

Non Sequitur
We are as much as we see. Faith is sight and knowledge. The hands only serve the eyes.
- - - - Henry D. Thoreau, Journal - April 10, 1841
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Local Water Supplies Improved and Increased with $1 Million Grant to Western
RIVERSIDE, Calif. – Western Municipal Water District received a $1
million grant for the Arlington Basin Groundwater Quality Improvement
Project that will help the District continue its mission to secure a reliable
water supply to the region. The funding, provided by the Riverside
County Flood Control & Water Conservation District, will assist in the
construction of three groundwater recharge basins in the Arlington
Basin, which is located in the western area of Riverside near the 91
Freeway heading toward La Sierra.
This project will improve
groundwater quality and increase available water supplies in the basin.
“The basin project helps us responsibly manage our local water supplies
while reducing the region’s demand on costly imported water from far
off sources,” said Craig Miller, Western’s deputy general manager. “We’re very fortunate to partner with local agencies
that share in our vision and lend financial support to these projects.”
Recharging the basin will provide a local and reliable groundwater supply for Western’s Arlington Desalter. The desalter
treats the basin’s groundwater and produces nearly 5,400 acre-feet – or 1.8 billion gallons – of drinking water per year for
the communities of Norco and Corona. One acre-foot of water provides the annual water supply needs for roughly two
average-size households.
The total cost of the recharge project is estimated at $4.5 million. Western is also seeking funding from Propositions 84
and 1E in addition to the grant. The Arlington Basin project is scheduled to begin construction by 2015. Western Board
President Tom Evans noted the collaboration that makes these water projects successful. “We just witnessed one of
California’s driest rain seasons. Storing local water runoff during wet years and partnering with agencies like Riverside
County Flood Control & Water Conservation District increases our ability to secure local drinking water supplies.”
Western Municipal Water District provides water supply, wastewater disposal and water resource management to the public in a safe,
reliable, environmentally sensitive and financially responsible

LAST MONTH’S CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANSWERS
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